We read with interest the review article entitled "Evidence that Vitamin D supplementation could reduce risk of Influenza and COVID-19 infections and deaths" by Grant et al., recently published in *Nutrients* \[[@B1-nutrients-12-01626]\].

The authors' work on reviewing possible mechanisms through which vitamin D supplementation could reduce risk of various respiratory infections, including the COVID-19, must be applauded as it has provided a rationale for conducting well-designed clinical studies to evaluate the effectiveness of vitamin D in reducing the risk of COVID-19 infection.

However, we are rather concerned with the authors' recommendation that people at risk of COVID-19 should consider "taking 10,000 IU/d of vitamin D3 for a few weeks to rapidly raise 25(OH)D concentrations, followed by 5000 IU/d to reduce the risk of infection". We believe that the authors' recommendation of using a high dose of vitamin D supplementation is inappropriate as there is no robust clinical evidence to support such claims.

The authors have conveniently ignored the results of some key clinical studies evaluating the effectiveness of vitamin D supplementation in reducing the risk of developing respiratory tract infections (RTIs). A meta-analysis of 15 randomized controlled trials investigating the effectiveness of vitamin D supplementation in reducing the risk of developing RTIs among healthy individuals found no significant risk reduction \[[@B2-nutrients-12-01626]\]. However, some may argue that heterogeneity among included studies was high and, therefore, should not be used to deny the potential benefits of vitamin D supplementation. Using individual patient data (IPD), when available for meta-analysis, may be a better approach to overcome inconsistencies at the trial level.

However, the authors did include results of an IPD-based meta-analysis (including of 25 randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials) evaluating the effectiveness of supplementation with vitamin D3 or vitamin D2 with prespecified acute RTIs as an outcome. The IPD-based meta-analysis did find 12% reduction in the odds of acquiring acute respiratory tract infection, however, further analysis reported no significant benefit of vitamin D supplementation in population with levels of vitamin D ≥10 ng/mL \[[@B3-nutrients-12-01626]\]. A significant benefit was also absent in population receiving a daily dose equivalent of ≥800 IU (20 μg) vitamin D supplementation.

Although high-dose vitamin D3 was not found to increase the risk of kidney stone or hypercalcemia \[[@B4-nutrients-12-01626]\], it is not devoid of side effects, as a randomized clinical trial observed significant lower radial bone and tibial bone mineral density with 3 year treatment of vitamin D at a dose of 10,000 IU/d \[[@B5-nutrients-12-01626]\].

In conclusion, the efficacy of high-dose supplementation of vitamin D~3~ in reducing risk of COVID-19 infection is mere extrapolation of currently available evidence, which is often conflicting, on the effectiveness of vitamin D3 in reducing risk of other respiratory tract infections. Given the possible negative impact on bone mineral density with high-dose vitamin D3, it is probably wise to wait for the results of ongoing clinical trials that are registered to explore the relationship between vitamin D and COVID-19 \[[@B6-nutrients-12-01626],[@B7-nutrients-12-01626]\].
